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the chitpavans by linda cox kokanastha com - the first indicates the rocky unyielding land in the ratnagiri district of the
konkan which they have traditionally farmed all konkanasths can trace their history as far as the konkan the name chitpavan
would seem to have come from the konkan town of chitpol when you spot a maharashtrian with blue or green eyes ten to
one he is a chitpavan, why koknastha brahmins born with blue eyes yahoo answers - blue green or light coloured eyes
is just one chance for identifying kobra s or chitpavans they are easily recognised by the certain characteristics such as fair
skin light coloured eyes blue green or grey sharp nose distinct jawline nasal voice and sometimes have light brown hair,
origin and genetics of chitpavan brahmins anthrogenica - origin and genetics of chitpavan brahmins the chitpavan
brahmins are a brahmin community of the konkan region of the indian state of maharasthra but they also apparently
possess 10 15 pure light eyes grey green blue as well as a lot of hazel mixed eyed individuals as well although i can t find
the asiatic society article that i had, swarthy blue eyed caveman revealed using dna from ancient - traditionally the
chitpavan brahmins were a community of astrologers and priests who offer religious services to other communities the 20th
century descriptions of the chitpavans list frugality hard work cleanliness and intelligence as their attributes, why brahmins
are placed above kshatriyas in indian - brahmins of the western india coastal strip called konkan have been distinguished
by lighter skin actually quite fair in many families and grey or blue grey or blue eyes shorter and frailer structure i belong to
that caste of brahmins called chitpavan or konkanastha brahmins, blissful nirvana on kobras the konkanastha chitpavan
- very clear green eyes are a rarity even leave blue eyes i don t believe they have aquired these features from the british
that s jealous babel they also are no way ashkenazi jew chitpavans are regular brahmin iq ashkenazi produce nearly half
the world geniuses i do not see any evidence of any extraordinary genius breeders in chitpavans i will say 70 percent
chitpavans look regular brahmins 30 percent look fairer and 10 percent very european like, chitpavan brahmin origin and
history academia edu - this suggests that chitp vans migrated to konkan from some place in north 10 15 of chitp vans have
grey green to green blue eyes1 which you don t find in most of the indians including other brahmins their fair complexion
grey green eyes and settlement on west coast have led to many theories on their origin, gore family kulavrutant
introduction - how to tell a chitpavan most typical account one gets regarding how to tell a chitpavan is when you spot a
maharashtrian with blue or green eyes and is fair in cool our ten to one he is a chitpavan a typical chitpavan is usually fair of
complexion has a sharp nose and steel grey eyes he can be called handsome
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